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Lipiodol UF - foreign body in the cheek
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Running title: A foreign body in the cheek
Abstract

We report a case in which Lipiodol Ultra Fluid (UF) leaked from an iatrogenic perforation of Stensen's canal and constituted a foreign body in the cheek. The distribution of contrast medium near the lower border of the mandible seems unusual. Two years after sialography it was still not being resorbed. No radiological signs of reactive inflammatory changes of soft tissue were observed. We think that the contrast agent arrived beneath the skin but external to the platysma through a simple perforation in either the duct and/or the mucosa.
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Introduction

Yousem et al.\(^1\) stated that sialography is reserved for the evaluation of chronic sialadenitides unrelated to sialolithiasis, one year later Weber\(^2\) found that sialography is limited to the evaluation of the duct system for stones and inflammatory diseases. It is the only imaging modality for examining the fine anatomy of the salivary ductal system.\(^3\) Sialography is simple and inexpensive, and it has dose advantages over CT. It is still more accessible than MR imaging.\(^4\) MR sialography is increasingly replacing conventional sialography for the non-invasive visualisation of the ductal system of major salivary glands even though conventional sialography has a higher spatial resolution.\(^5\) Dynamic MR sialography in addition to MR sialography might be useful for the diagnosis of Sjögren's syndrome. It is a non-invasive diagnostic technique for the functional evaluation of the physiologic state of salivary glands.\(^6\) Although MRI appears to be an effective first line of
investigation of facial swelling, further studies are required to determine whether it can completely replace invasive sialography. It is known that iatrogenic rupture of Stensen's canal while performing sialography will cause leakage of the contrast medium into the cheek and cause tissue reaction against this foreign body. There has been a report of Lipiodol retention after sialography without resorption for approximately 6 years. We have found only one case report in the literature presenting this complication of sialography. The following report is of a case in which Lipiodol UF (ethyl diiodostearate, May & Baker Ltd., Dagenham, UK) leaked out, probably through an iatrogenic perforation of Stensen's canal, thereby causing a foreign body in the cheek. However, the distribution of contrast medium near the lower mandible seems unusual and we hypothesize that the contrast agent arrived in this location through a perforation of the mucosa. It was not resorbed during the two-year period of observation, and an occasionally troublesome swelling was probably due to the reaction consequent to the extravasated oil.

Case report

A 70-year-old woman visited an oral surgeon at another hospital in June 2003 complaining of a left preauricular swelling that arose periodically but only during food intake. Needle biopsy of the swelling showed salivary gland tissue. The swelling always disappeared after it was massaged.

A general practitioner referred her to an ENT (ear, nose and throat) specialist for clinical examination. At that time a localized swelling, 1 cm in diameter, near Stensen's orifice was observed. It was palpably tender and ampicillin was prescribed, but no
improvement was observed. In June 2003 ultra-sound examination showed diffuse enlargement with a heterogenic echo-structure of the left parotid gland with a hyperechogenic zone (suspected calculus). Dilatation of the duct was performed and the calculus was not identified. Two weeks later, corticosteroids were injected into Stensen's duct, and probably also into the gland. In January 2004, sialography was performed using Lipiodol UF; the patient reported only mild discomfort, not pain, during the sialography. In March 2004, a sialoscopy failed to locate a calculus. In May 2004, a CT scan was performed, and unfortunately the radiopacities in the vicinity of the mandibular lower border (Figure 1) were not recognized and the CT scan was described as normal.

In October 2004, the ENT specialist referred the patient to our Department with the same complaint of periodical swelling of the left parotid gland and periodic swelling of the lower part of the left cheek. A radiograph of the cheek on dental film in the vicinity of Stensen's duct, produced to investigate the presence of calculus, revealed radiopacities; these were the contrast medium that had leaked out of the duct after the iatrogenic rupture during sialography (Figure 2). A lateral craniogram demonstrated radiopacities from the vicinity of Stensen's duct to the lower border of the mandible (Figure 3). On the CT scan taken 11 months after sialography, numerous radiopacities that spread across the cheek over an area of 3 x 2 x 2.5 cm can easily be observed (Figures 4 and 5). There were no signs of reactive inflammatory changes of soft tissue. We planned to perform sialography using a water-based contrast medium, but the patient refused because of her previous experience with the procedure. Three years later the patient has still the same periodic swelling of the left parotid region and left cheek.
Water-soluble rather than fat-soluble contrast agents are preferred for sialography because they permeate finer elements of the ductal system and are less likely to be retained in obstructive disease. In addition, their use results in less patient discomfort and few foreign body reactions have been precipitated by water-soluble media. Although the literature regarding the properties and side effects of contrast agents is extensive, the conclusions on these side effects are contradictory and controversial. Verhoeven concluded that a long-term clinical study is needed, so that an optimal agent may be selected. Nevertheless, a comparative study of oil-based and water-based contrast agents revealed no adverse reactions or side effects with any of the contrast media. Nicholson has concluded that Urograin 290 (meclumine diatrizoate 52.1% w/v and sodium diatrizoate 7.9% w/v, Schering, Berlin, Germany) is the better contrast agent for sialography because of better filling of intragland ducts and greater clinical tolerance than with Lipiodol UF. However, for Kalk et al. the use of oil-based contrast fluid results in superior image quality, and for those authors sialography still has its use in the evaluation of Sjögren syndrome.

Unfortunately, in the case of iodine allergy, alternative positive non-iodine contrast materials that are currently in use are not suitable for sialography. The cardinal rules are that the injection should be stopped when the gland is full, if the dye is extravasated or when the patient experiences mild discomfort. If there has been acinar filling with an oil-based medium, with a haze outlining the gland, there may have been secretory duct rupture with dye expressed into the adjacent connective tissue. If this is the case, the haze will remain for several days after the procedure. If larger excretory ducts
have ruptured and dye has been forced into the connective tissue, it will remain pooled in the area for weeks.\textsuperscript{10}

Only if an iatrogenic "fausse route" is induced during contrast infusion, a less favorable tissue response to be expected from oil-based contrast medium; this is because in such situations the contrast agent remains in the gland parenchyma for a long time, inducing a chronic granulomatous inflammation, as opposed to the quick clearance of water-based contrast in the same situation. If the practitioner is uncertain about the ductal probing or is inexperienced with contrast sialography, it seems wise to use water-based contrast fluids. The risk of adverse tissue reaction from a possible fausse route or overfilling is thereby minimized.\textsuperscript{13} Thirty minutes after sialography in rabbits, most of the water-soluble media tested had been completely evacuated from both normally filled and overfilled glands. Suspensions and the oily media had longer retention times, and in the case of overfilled glands most of these media were retained for at least 7 days.\textsuperscript{11}

Pettini and Laforgia\textsuperscript{16} compared the use of oil-based Lipiodol UF and water-based Urovison for sialography in dogs. They concluded that Lipiodol is irritant, especially if it passes beyond the salivary excretory tree, but this was not enough to have it banned absolutely. After subcutaneous injection of contrast medium in rats, retention of contrast medium was radiographically visible to varying degrees with the suspensions and all oily media in skin tissue after 2 and 8 days.\textsuperscript{11}

With some oil-based contrast media, glandular overfilling and iatrogenic damage to Stensen's duct were followed by chronic inflammation and formation of lipogranuloma, extensive destruction of the parenchyma and formation of vacuoles filled with contrast medium.\textsuperscript{9} However, Baurmash\textsuperscript{17} suggested that the lipid material found in conjunction with the extravasated medium was not a pathological state, but rather remnants of the
environment in which the granulomatous reaction occurred. A diagnosis of foreign-body giant-cell granuloma rather than lipogranuloma should have been made.

Image intensifier fluoroscopy during sialography can be of value in the prevention of glandular overfilling and also helps to prevent a "fausse route".\textsuperscript{18}

Digital subtraction sialography enables excellent vision of alterations within the parenchyma, changes that have an effect on the lumen and position of the canal, and eventual changes that are conditioned by external factors. The smallest canal structures are also shown by this method.\textsuperscript{19} Magnetic resonance sialography is useful for diagnosing sialolithiasis and sialadenitis. It allows diagnosis of sialadenitic changes, but digital subtraction sialography achieves a better diagnostic performance owing to higher spatial resolution.\textsuperscript{20,21}

In summary, "fausse route" of Stensen's canal should be considered if swelling of the cheek has occurred after sialography, and the patient should be informed of possible complications and soft-tissue reactions to a foreign body. In our patient, some of the contrast agent is apparently just beneath the skin but external to the platysma. We hypothesize that the contrast agent originated through a simple perforation of either the duct or the mucosa. The foreign-body reaction will occasionally cause benign facial swellings, but generally nothing more. An attempt to remove the agent is unnecessary and impossible because of the wide dispersion of the oil.
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Figure 1. Axial CT scan – High density areas in the vicinity of the mandibular lower border were not recognized.
Figure 2. Radiograph of the cheek (dental film) in the vicinity of Stensen's duct demonstrated high density areas – the contrast medium.
Figure 3. Lateral craniogram – high density areas from the Stensen's duct to the lower border of the mandible.
Figure 4. Axial CT scan 11 months after sialography – high density areas in the vicinity of the lower border of the mandible.
Figure 5. CT scan 11 months after sialography – numerous high density areas in the left cheek.